
RITE On! boosters 
Depending on the size of your team, you may want to 
solicit the help of fellow team members to keep RITE On! 
alive on your team. You could meet with these RITE On! 
Boosters once a month or each quarter to discuss ideas 
for team activities, outings and rewards. 

Rewards
Recognition of a contest win is appreciated and serves as a 
reminder of our core values. Simple and small rewards can 
be exciting and powerful without costing too much.  
RITE On! group contests can earn lunch or cookies for the 
team and single-person wins can be rewarded based on 
budget and level of contest complexity. RITE On! rewards 
can be purchased from the portal.

• RITE On! buttons
• RITE On! t-shirt
• Gift cards
• Splits of wine
• Gift certificates
• Team lunch
• Team outing
• Donuts/cookies for the team

As a leader, you’re encouraged to inspire our core values within your team. Set the example and provide 
opportunities for your team to shine with contests and small rewards. You know your team and can create 
unique ways to encourage them to keep our core values top of mind. Below are suggestions of easy, but 
important challenges that inspire and engage people during their workday. A positive, vibrant team member 
who lives RITE On! benefits everyone.

PROMOTING OUR ENTERPRISE CORE VALUES 

engagement ideas
Fun ways to keep RITE On! top of mind.



RITE On! Contest/Challenge Ideas
Team Member Games
• Balloon volleyball 
• Bag toss (Corn Hole)
• Bingo
• Scavenger hunt
• Olympics
• Ping-pong

Everyday Do-gooders | Instigate a team policy that 
anyone at any time can be rewarded for doing something 
good. The reward could be a simple button, but just 
having this kind of ongoing incentive will keep RITE On! 
awareness alive.

Lunch and Learn | Bring in lunch and encourage 
discussion of core value topics.

RITE On! Rap Sessions | Meet-ups for a short break 
to talk about core value moments with the team. Iced 
Coffee/Coffee bar or special local food truck. 

Field Day for the Team | Team building/outdoor games 
with RITE On! themes/discussions included.

Sales Goals or Equivalent 
Contest to see who achieves a 
department goal within a stated 
period.

Continue a Story | Bring in lunch 
for the team. In the group, someone 
starts a story, and each person adds to it. Stay within the 
theme of our core values.

Team Volunteer Event | Nothing says teamwork like 
joining together to do something good for others. Plan a 
day to work at a food bank, or volunteer at a local shelter 
or an organization that needs help.  

Cookie Bake-off or Chili Cook-off | Everyone votes! 
This raises team spirit, and the winner takes home a prize!

If you have any questions about promoting our core values 
with your team, email RITEOn@go-design-plus.com.
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